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To:  NCWG Commanders, Operations Officers, Crew Chiefs & Aircrews;  

1.  Motivational Quote:  Mistakes are inevitable in aviation, especially when one is still learning 
new things.  The trick is to not make the mistake that will kill you.  “Stephen Coonts.” 
 
2.  December highlights:  For a normally slow winter flying month, December was pretty decent; NCWG 
flew 316 hours.  Perhaps next December, we can start getting some Homeland Security, “Santa 
Intercept Missions,” and boost NCWG’s hour count.  December’s top hour earner was N262CP 
(KBUY/NC-022) with 38 hours.  Honorable mention goes to:  N938CP, N716CP, N99885 and N7360C 
with more than 26 hours each.  N726CP barely flew (see below); January, might not be any better.    
 
3a. Maintenance Month in Review: Three new, 100-Hr/Annuals included N405CV, N726CP and N741CP. 
 
N405CV:  A pilot report of a slight engine oil leak was traced both to the propeller seal and also the 
propeller governor.  The propeller governor was sent back to KBUY for repair; funny how some things 
work out, since the airplane is based down the road (I-40). Thus, the aircraft was out of commission an 
extra week.  Additionally, it received new main tubes/tires, along with a #3-cylinder EGT probe.   
 
N726CP:  We knew of the 500-hour magneto checks, and suspect backup attitude indicator.  A pulse 
light issue was fixed through extensive troubleshooting and connection cleaning.  We learned that the 
new lighting system runs through the G1000 and will change its flash when the aircraft registers 
airspeed.  ‘Betty’ also received a new avionics master switch & induction air filter (standard 500-hour 
change outs), and some minor sheet metal repairs on the front engine baffle, which cracked at the 
exhaust shroud inlet.   
 
The surprise was a bad elevator.  Last year, the aircraft was pushed back into the Kitty Hawk, First Flight 
Memorial mound which bent the elevator.  (C-172s already sit tail low, and the earth rose up to meet it.)  
After filing the accident report, it was flown home & fixed locally.  Well, that repair had several issues, 
(oil canning & play between the left and right sides).  Since elevators are pretty important, NHQ ordered 
replacement left and right parts.  Incidents like this are why we get to watch the Aircraft Ground 
Handling video every other year.  Not only is the squadron without an airplane for another few weeks, 
but NHQ ended up paying twice for the repair.  Elevators cost a lot; making acquisition slow & painful. 
 
N741CP:  The TDFM 136 was swapped out as the old radio wasn’t transmitting.  A burned taxiway light 
turned out to be more extensive since replacement parts are no longer available.  NHQ authorized us to 
replace the lights with an LED system.  Except for the extra week awaiting parts, it was a win-win for 
costs and improvement in brightness.  The propeller seal was replaced due to a leak; at the same time, 
the propeller was repositioned and rebalanced so the blades don’t stop pointed down.  The shop 
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replaced a slow ‘righting’ backup attitude indicator.  She also received her bi-annual corrosion 
protection and bi-annual pitot/static transponder IFR certification.  The airplane also received a new fire 
extinguisher since the old one failed inspection.  Finally, new wing decals were also mailed to the unit to 
replace the faded ones on top.  We brought her home the day after X-Mas, when weather cooperated. 
 
3b.  More Maintenance Actions:  N4813C:  New Year’s Day, it goes to Georgia to swap engines and get 
its 100-hour inspection.  In December, ‘Frank’ travelled to KLHZ and got its front seats recovered. (See 
photo above.  They color matched the old seats and really look good.)  Its GNS-430 now has issues, and 
we’re searching for a replacement.  N908CP needed a new beacon bulb.  (Don’t get us started on why 
the FAA lawyers state it grounds the airplane when we have strobes, pulse lights, ADS-B, etc.)  N7360C 
(Lola’s) PFD started streaming rainbows and was replaced, along with EGT probe #2.  N179CP, N938CP 
and N99832 had oil changes. 
 
3c.   Seeing much Weather Lately?  NHQ CAP decided not to renew the NEXGEN subscription and 
instead, take advantage of the free weather provided by ADS-B.  If you would like to again see weather 
on your G1000 equipped aircraft, (yes, you would) you’ll need to change the weather set-up to source 
from ‘XM Weather’.  Instructions are below:  Thanks to Capt Scott Stevens, KAVL (NC-019) for 
researching this issue.  If you see him, buy him some Dunkin Donuts in appreciation.  As a heads up, 
depending on your distance from an ADS-B antenna, you may not see ADS-B weather on the ground.    

 

     
      

3d.  Hearing much Weather Lately?  HQ FAA decided not to continue HIWAS weather briefings over the 
VOR system and instead, take advantage of the digital weather information provided by ADS-B.  If you 
can find a working VOR that still provides HIWAS service, you have until Jan 7th to hear a broadcast over 
the VOR frequency.  Its kind of a Sectional Chart challenge to even locate one.   
 
3e.   Good Weather Airplane Wash:  Some squadrons took advantage of our December 60+ degree 
weather to wash their aircraft; a semi-annual requirement.  NCWG’s highest squadron even wax their 
aircraft (an annual requirement).   Remember to give yourselves credit in AMRAD so you don’t get 
hounded.  Speaking of which, those records (as of 28 Dec) shows half the fleet needs a bath, including:   
N908CP, N98426, N819CP N938CP, N262CP, N741CP, N727CP & N405CV.   In fairness, just this week, 
these last three C-182’s reached six months since last their wash.     
 
3f.  Tie-Down Nets:  Yes, they are a pain sometimes, in part because of all the stuff we have behind the 
seat; especially with new ladders and headsets, tow-bars, oil, cleaning kits, chocks, tie-down kits, etc…. 
The picture above shows what happens when unsecured stuff flies up during turbulence.  While this 
incident was not a CAP event (nor bill) we should learn from it (Read:  avoid a $400 part, ~15 hours of 
labor, plus downtime and transportation).   
 
4a.  Aeronautical Information File (AIF) Updates: NHQ’s AIF page shows their last update as 23 April.  
https://www.gocivilairpatrol.com/programs/emergency-services/aircraft-operations/aif/aif-airplanes-balloons   

Instructions:  Turn the outer FMS knob to 
get the ‘MAP’ page.  Then turn the inner 
knob to get to ‘Weather Data Link’.  Now, 
press the ‘MENU’ button and you’ll see 
the selection to ‘Display FIS-B Weather.  
See adjoining photos:  

https://www.gocivilairpatrol.com/programs/emergency-services/aircraft-operations/aif/aif-airplanes-balloons
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4b.  New Flight Check Criteria & Procedures:  Still in coordination at the highest CAP levels; stay tuned. 
 
4C.  GPS database’s next cycle is January 2nd.  After uploading, update AMRAD, yada, yada. 
 
4d.  Avoid using A9 missions for proficiency:  You should have seen a NCWG Operations email in early 
December advising pilots not to fly extra landings on maintenance missions.  In short, it’s the mission 
equivalent of financial parasitic drag.  The practice, especially on cross-country flights ending after dark, 
used to be encouraged by NHQ until they paid attention to A9 spending.  As a result, they created 
proficiency funding.  And while NCWG tries to be good stewards of our flying funding, the fact is we 
send our aircraft to maintenance more than twice as often as most other wings (think three 100-
hour/annual inspections and oil changes).  Thus, our FY19 A9 budget was ~ $15K and that’s just moving 
aircraft; not the costs to fix them.  So, if you need proficiency, put in a few tenths for proficiency 
funding.  You can fly the A9 & proficiency sortie back-to-back to save your flight planning/pre-
flight/fueling/etc…. efforts. 
 
5. “Dip-Stick of the Month:  This month’s coveted, dip-stick holder has been 
awarded to “all remaining.”  Three squadrons, NC-160 (Beaufort), NC-307 
(Greensboro) and NC-048 (Raleigh) had an airplane re-assigned from their unit; 
due to no fault of their own.  One squadron lost several pilots due to military 
moves.  A second unit had runway access issues after business hours, and the 
third organization lost their parking slot at the FBO.  All three squadrons crew 
chiefs did a very good job and hopefully, will regain an aircraft in the future.  
These Dip Stick holders will be distributed at NCWG’s Annual Conference next 
month. 
 
This completes this program and all CAP Squadrons with full-time or part-time aircraft should be so 
equipped.  Please use (or re-apply) a piece of painters’ tape to prevent the dip stick holder from sliding 
off.  Also, as Dip Stick labels are squadron number, not tail number specific, remember to swap the label 
(not the aircraft specific fuel hawk) when exchanging aircraft with another squadron.   
 

6.  CAP Planes for Sale:  Per NHQ: “We have several Cessna 172s, 182s and 206s we are offering for 
sale.  CAP has contracted with Fresh Aircraft Sales to represent us and facilitate the sale of CAP 
aircraft.  CAP will NOT have an auction for these aircraft.  These aircraft are available for purchase 
TODAY!  Please contact Fresh Aircraft Sales to make an offer; (602) 826-5286, (602) 717-2336 or 
freshaircraft@gmail.com.   You can view the available aircraft on their site 
here:     https://www.freshaircraft.com/inventory/?/listings/aircraft/for-
sale/list/category/6?etid=1&pcid=1436457&dlr=1&lo=4   
New aircraft are being added to the sale list every day so please check back often!” 

7.  Thank you all for the support & for taking the time to read this.  Riveting Reading can also be found 
on the NCWG Operations / Aircrew Maintenance Webpage.  If you have questions, call 703-732-3264.  
 

       – Stryker— 

                                                                                             Martin Heller, Major, CAP 

       NCWG Aircraft Maintenance Officer 
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